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H.E. António Guterres
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United Nations
New York, NY 10017
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25 February 2021

Dear Mr. António Guterres,

I am pleased to confirm that Aviva continues to support the Ten Principles of the United Nations 
Global Compact, specifically concerning the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-
corruption. 

As long-standing participants of the UN Global Compact, we support and respect the requirements for 
participation including committing to submit the annual Communication on Progress (COP). In these 
Communications of Progress, we outline how our initiatives and policies align with the principles and 
guide us in driving progressive change. We remain committed in making the Global Compact and its 
principles part of the strategy, culture and day-to-day operations of our company.

Please accept this signed letter as our statement of support. The documents that accompany this 
include:

• A statement signed by the chief executive expressing continued support for the UN Global 
Compact and renewing our ongoing commitment to the initiative and its principles. This is 
separate from our initial letter of commitment to join the UN Global Compact.  

• A description of our practical actions,
• measurements of outcomes and
• a description of our commitment to the broader development goals of the UN, particularly the 

Sustainable Development Goals
We submit this information not only to meet your requirements, but because we are committed to 
doing the right thing for our people, our customers, our communities and our planet. We believe that 
contributing meaningfully to wider sustainability challenges in collaboration with trusted partners, is 
the only way to ensure our long-term success and fulfil Aviva’s purpose.

Yours sincerely

Ms. Amanda Blanc
Aviva Group CEO
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